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Currently ELEVEN great prepared Bugeyes are in stock and ready for delivery to your door!
Other great classics too!
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2005 Porsche 911 S 6-speed for sale with just
7200 miles!
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Bugeyes and Porsches go together quite nicely. Many of our English car customers over the
years have also collected 911s of all vintages and Porsches often make a cameo appearance
in conversations with our customers. My dad had three different 911s while I was a kid,
which left a life-long imprint on me too. Thus it seems only natural to list this car here, in
case some of our Bugeye lovers would also like to add a nearly new Porsche to their stable.

Bugeyes sent to new homes since 2007
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...and counting! No one has ever sold more!

It’s hard not to love this car. It is lightning fast, handles amazingly well, has tons of style,
and is beautifully crafted. It’s also extremely comfortable for people of all shapes and sizes,
fully adjustable and easy to drive with excellent visibility (not the case with all my mid-

Why this badge matters!

engined supercar favorites-most have next to no rearward visibility). This is a car you can
comfortably drive fast or slow, and actually see outward sufficiently to parallel park it
when you are done.
This is a spectacular low mileage and immaculate example, which has been proven to be
the best choice in any category if you are looking for investment grade vehicle. Prices for
all 911s have been very strong of late. A great low mileage 997 would seem a smart
investment that you can enjoy as it appreciates.

I am selling this car for the estate of deceased original owner, a car collector who also had
a Bugeye (which I bought). This car has under 7200 miles and is immaculate in every way.
The car looks and feels like a brand new Porsche and still smells like new leather (it has
the full supple leather option, see window sticker below). The battery is new (from May of
2017). Everything else is original to the car, it hasn’t needed anything. (remember, it only
has 7200 miles). The Porsche dealer in Hartford (Hoffman) has serviced the car. It has
had a few oil changes (last one at 3580 miles) and the “purge fan” recall done but has
mostly just sat in the heated warehouse of a collector with many vehicles and motorcycles.

Click below for parts that fit

There was one scrape on the front bumper cover from a garage mishap, so I had the front
bumper cover repainted last month to bring the bumper cover back up to the as new
condition of the rest of the car. It’s now perfect with no curb scrapes underneath, and no
scratches or stone chips. The paint matches perfectly. The seat bolsters shows no wear, as
you would expect from such a low mileage car.

If you like low mileage nearly new Porsches, you’ll love this one, it’s hard to walk away
from this car without admiring it over your shoulder. The vin number is
WPOAB29935S741315. The engine number is M97/0168504777

Check out the photos, and feel free to call for more information. The car is priced at
$49,995
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Sell us your car!
We buy bugeyes and british cars too!
Email photos!
CLICK HERE!

Bugeyeguy in the Media

The Iconic Bugeye Car - GQ's …

